Improving access to shared decision-making for Hispanics/Latinos with inadequately controlled type 2 diabetes mellitus
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Purpose: To describe the cultural and linguistic adaptation and Spanish translation of an English-language patient decision aid (PDA) for use in supporting shared decision-making in Hispanics/Latinos with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), a group at a high risk for complications.

Patients and methods: A steering committee of endocrinologists, a primary care physician, a certified diabetes educator, and a dietician, each with extensive experience in providing care to Hispanics/Latinos was convened to assess a PDA developed for English-speaking patients with T2DM. English content was reviewed for cultural sensitivity and appropriateness for a Hispanic/Latino population. A consensus-building process and iterative version edits incorporated clinician perspectives. The content was adapted to be consistent with traditional Hispanic/Latino cultural communication precepts (eg, avoidance of hostile confrontation; value for warm interaction; respect for authority; value of family support for decisions). The PDA was translated by native-speaking individuals with diabetes expertise.

Results: The PDA underwent testing during cognitive interviews with ten Spanish-speaking Hispanics/Latinos with T2DM to ensure that the content is reflective of the experience, understanding, and language Hispanic/Latino patients use to describe diabetes and treatment. Content edits were made to assure a literacy level appropriate to the audience, and the PDA was produced for online video dissemination.

Conclusion: High-quality, well-developed tools to facilitate shared decision-making in populations with limited access to culturally sensitive information can narrow gaps and align care with individual patient preferences. A newly developed PDA is available for shared decision-making that provides culturally appropriate treatment information for inadequately controlled Hispanics/Latinos with T2DM. The impact on the overall health of patients and care management of T2DM requires further study.
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Introduction

Hispanics/Latinos constitute the largest minority ethnic group in the United States. 1,2 Hispanics/Latinos have higher documented rates of chronic illnesses, including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, asthma, and cancer than the general population. 3-7 Specifically, diabetes poses a major public health concern for this population, who experience a greater risk of diabetes-associated morbidity and mortality versus the general US population, 8,9 and poorer glycemic control compared to non-Hispanic/non-Latino whites. 3,10-12

The Triple Aim, a framework for health care improvement developed by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, is an approach endorsed by the medical community to optimize health care delivery. It is being adopted by provider organizations to improve
quality and reduce the cost of suboptimal outcomes. A key objective of the Triple Aim is to identify disparities, understand and stratify the needs of “populations of concern”, and activate those populations with patient-centered strategies to improve health. In US Hispanics/Latinos, differences in access to quality health care, socioeconomic and cultural factors, genetics and epigenetics may explain some of the disparity in health outcomes. Approxi- mately 43% of Hispanics/Latino immigrants arrive with only a grade school education. Many of the immigrants have limited English knowledge, and greater than 95% speak only Spanish at home, inhibiting English-language acquisition; only a very small percentage demonstrate proficient health literacy. In one of the largest assessments carried out to date, a survey of 19,000 households oversampled for Hispanics/Latinos, only 4% of Hispanic/Latinos in the National Assessment of Adult Literacy (NAAL) demonstrated "proficient" health literacy, and 41% scored "below basic". Patients in poverty and those with inadequate health literacy reported generally poorer health relative to more health-literate counterparts. As Hispanics/Latino immigrants tend to maintain their connection to the Spanish language and culture, patient-centered health promotion initiatives designed to address disparities and promote health activation must be developed and delivered in a linguistically appropriate as well as culturally sensitive manner.

In the most recent Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes, the American Diabetes Association (ADA) emphasizes an individualization of care using a systematic patient-centered approach for the optimal management of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). This approach involves health care professionals partnering with patients to choose among guideline-recommended medications consistent with patient values and life circumstances. Quality of care is determined by delivered care consistent with guidelines.

Shared decision-making is a patient-centered, collaborative process that enables patients and their providers to make health decisions together while taking into account the best scientific evidence available as well as the patient’s preferences. Patient decision aids (PDAs) are tools that communicate information on treatment options and facilitate patient choice that is consistent with values and preferences, serving as a cornerstone of high-quality care. However, existing PDAs are not widely available for Hispanic/Latino audiences. Given that health providers and health educators can do little to influence economic and language disparities, it is important to create culturally and linguistically aligned PDAs that respect the socio-demographics, cultural values, beliefs, and practices of the intended audience.

A well-designed, evidence-based PDA is available in English to assist decision-making for intensified medical treatment in patients with T2DM who exhibit inadequate glycemic control on metformin. The aid presents unbiased information regarding the options available for treatment intensification along with potential benefits and detriments of each option, and it facilitates patients’ clarification of values relative to the treatment decision. It also provides a mechanism for patients to discuss the decision with family members and other trusted individuals, and communicates patients’ preferences to their physicians.

The objective of the work reported in this manuscript was to cross-culturally and linguistically adapt the English PDA for Spanish-speaking Hispanics/Latinos with T2DM not currently controlled on metformin. Literal translation of materials developed for an English-speaking audience without cross-cultural and linguistic adaptation may lead to information that is not relevant and understandable. In this work, we describe our process of adaptation that encompasses not only translation from English to Spanish, but also cross-cultural adaptation of the material to be reflective of the experience and culture of a Hispanic/Latino audience.

**Patients and methods**

A PDA was previously developed in English with input from clinicians, an expert on shared decision-making, and patients. The intent is to assist those with uncontrolled T2DM treated with metformin to make better decisions about intensifying therapy. The target users of the original PDA are English-speaking adults who are currently taking metformin and have inadequately controlled T2DM, and have reached the decision point in their care provision in which their physicians are considering additional medication.

The PDA was designed in alignment with the ADA recommendations to prepare patients, health care and health education professionals for decision-making by providing unbiased information on medication options including potential risks and benefits, eliciting and communicating patient preferences to clinicians, and promoting shared decision-making during a clinician consultation. In order to provide unbiased information, a framework was used in which each medication class discussed included an explanation of potential disadvantages and advantages for the following domains: mode of administration, effect on weight, efficacy in reducing blood sugar levels, potential side-effects, and cost. By providing the opportunity for patients to improve their knowledge on multiple treatment options available and self-reflect on the importance of values related directly
to their personal decision-making, the PDA is designed to prepare patients for enhanced discussion with their health care provider on selecting treatment options that are aligned to individual preferences.

To cross-culturally adapt the PDA for a Hispanic/Latino audience, a Latino Cultural Adaptation and Review Committee (LCARC) consisting of two endocrinologists, a primary care physician, a diabetes educator, and a dietician, each providing care to Hispanics/Latinos, was convened. Also included in the process was a Hispanic/Latino health literacy expert. A systematic and well-defined process was used by the expert committee for cross-cultural adaptation, which was conducted between November 2013 and July 2014 (Figure 1). The adaptation from the English version was developed with the goal of aligning with the Ottawa Decision Support Framework. The framework includes: meeting decisional needs to minimize uncertainty, improve knowledge, and clarify expectations and values; improving decisional quality by making choices that are informed, values based, and timely; and providing decision support through education, portrayal of factual information, values clarification, and communication guidance.

![Figure 1 Cross-cultural adaptation process.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Abbreviation:** PDA, patient decision aid.
The adaptation process involved an initial review of the English version by the health care providers to adapt the content to be specifically relevant to Hispanics/Latinos. Reviewers were asked to assess and modify the content to be congruent with cultural themes common among Hispanics/Latinos including: 1) simpatía – politeness and the avoidance of confrontational language; 2) personalismo – the value of warm personal interaction; 3) respeto or jerarquismo – respect for authority figures, usually including health care providers; 4) familismo – relationship and inclusion of extended family in health care decisions; and 5) fatalismo – superstitions and the belief in fate. Care was taken to adapt, modify, or remove colloquialisms and abbreviations unfamiliar to Hispanics/Latinos, and to use examples regarding self-care behaviors (eg, diet, self-care, and family support) consistent with Hispanic/Latino culture. The committee members also added content with the purposes of dispelling myths and misconceptions common to Hispanic/Latino individuals with diabetes (eg, insulin is addicting, my sugar is in God’s hands – nothing I do matters, only orange juice can be used to raise blood sugar in a hypoglycemic episode). A consensus-building process with the committee, including teleconferences and iterative version edits, was undertaken to incorporate Hispanic/Latino clinician perspectives into the English version. Each iteration of the adaptation was reviewed and edited by the multidisciplinary steering committee until consensus was achieved on the final content for translation into Spanish. Upon completion of the initial adaptation of the English version, the content was translated into Spanish using a standard forward translation process. Two independent translators unfamiliar with the PDA and its development process individually forward translated the PDA script content into Spanish. The versions between the two translators were compared, and where differences existed, a third expert linguist adjudicated the discrepancies to create a harmonized script. The harmonized script was then reviewed by the LCARC prior to obtaining patient input. The committee members discussed, suggested modifications, and then abstracted excerpts where disagreements in translation existed. Also abstracted were the translations of more complex clinical concepts (eg, insulin resistance, pancreatitis as a side effect of medication). These excerpts were incorporated into a discussion guide for obtaining patient input via cognitive interviews.

Excerpts that were tested in cognitive interviews conducted by phone in Spanish with ten Hispanics/Latinos with T2DM are available here: http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=80552.pdf. Interviewees were randomly selected through a nationally represented panel of respondents (Harris Interactive) who spoke Spanish and were included based upon the following criteria confirmed in the interview: 1) age of 18 years or older; 2) currently being treated with metformin for T2DM; 3) fluent in Spanish; and 4) were notified by their health care provider that they require additional medication to help control their blood sugar. The occurrence of a discussion between a health care provider and a patient on additional medication for T2DM was used as a surrogate indicator for inadequate glycemic control.

The intent of the interviews was to ensure that the content in the final PDA was relevant and reflective of the experience, understanding, and language Hispanics/Latinos use to describe their diabetes and treatment. Edits were suggested by patients, iteratively discussed by the expert committee, and subsequently incorporated into the working version. Given the disparity in health literacy among Hispanics/Latinos and as the original English version was developed at the 7th–8th grade level, we then examined the content for Spanish literacy level using the Fry-based formula (Gilliam-Peña-Mountain). No current guidelines exist regarding the recommended literacy level for content delivered by video. However, given the educational disparity among Hispanics/Latinos, the committee recommended a final series of iterative edits to simplify the language to the 3rd–4th grade level. Upon completion of the lower literacy level version, the content underwent a final review by the Hispanic/Latino endocrinologists prior to content production for online delivery.

Results
Ten Hispanic/Latino patients with diabetes (five male, five female) ranging in age from 31–66 (mean =48 years) reviewed excerpts of the translation provided ahead of a phone interview and were asked to comment on the clarity of content and consistency with their diabetes experience. Countries of origin represented and the number of participating patients were: Argentina, Ecuador, Guatemala (two), Mexico (two), Nicaragua, Puerto Rico (two), and Spain. All but one patient were current full-time residents in the US, nine of ten had at least some high school education, and one was a college graduate. A professional interpreter conducted patient interviews in Spanish using open-ended questions. Interviews lasted 30 minutes on average and probing was used to elicit feedback during the interviews.

Response to PDA content was consistently positive based upon unstructured feedback. Comments suggested that the content was understandable and relevant. All ten patients reported comprehension of the material regardless of age,
sex, or country of origin, providing some recommendations for edits to include culture-specific wording changes.

Literacy testing indicated that the content was delivered verbally at the equivalent of a 7th–8th grade level, and upon consideration of the committee, it was determined that a 3rd–4th grade level would have a broader audience. A further round of adaptation focused solely on achieving this level. An example of language simplified from the 8th grade level to the 4th grade level when referring to the timing of adding another agent to metformin includes:

“So you may need to change to another drug or add another medicine in the future. But when, will depend on each person, so talk to your doctor about what to expect.” (8th grade level)

“In the near future, you’ll need to add another medication. But which one and when depends on each person. So ask your doctor.” (4th grade level)

Upon the lower literacy level adaptation, the content was back-translated into English to assure congruence with the original English version, finalized, and produced for dissemination in an online video format.

Discussion

Shared decision-making has been gaining support among professional societies and policy makers in the US, as manifested by the recent ADA recommendations. However, PDAs in the US are currently available primarily for an English-speaking audience. Shared decision-making requires patients to be provided with the descriptions of available treatment options, and presented with the potential benefits and detriments of each option. High-quality, well-developed tools can facilitate shared decision-making; however, shared decision-making may be challenging for patients, especially Hispanics/Latinos due to cultural, language, and literacy influences. There is a need to provide access to culturally sensitive PDAs to help improve health knowledge, narrow disparity gaps, and facilitate care consistent with values important to Hispanics/Latinos.

This manuscript provides a description of the systematic process used to cross-culturally adapt a PDA for Hispanics/Latinos, including input from an interdisciplinary group of health care professionals, patients, and linguistic experts. Our PDA is developed to help Hispanic/Latino patients understand their options, clarify their own values, and communicate preferences in a culturally sensitive manner.

The cross-cultural adaptation process outlined here considers input from clinicians and patients who are likely to use and benefit from a PDA for a Hispanic/Latino population with diabetes. The process we describe can be used to adapt information on complex topics to suit individuals at risk for disparities and related negative outcomes in a culturally sensitive manner, and to increase knowledge and support for decision-making. Patients responded positively to the PDA content and recognized the value of having information available related to medication options for T2DM when treatment intensification is required. Based on this feedback, it is likely that this PDA will support the T2DM medication decision-making process among Hispanics/Latinos.

Clinicians and diabetes educators treating Hispanics/Latinos recognize the important role that family (familismo) plays in diabetes treatment and self-management. The product of this adaptation process is a PDA that can be delivered online wherever internet access is possible. This allows the flexibility for patients to include family members in the use of the PDA and the decision-making process. The PDA encourages dialogue between patients, families, and health care professionals. It provides the opportunity to empower patients and family with information about treatment options as they interact with clinicians typically viewed as respected people in authority and as trusted sources of information by Hispanics/Latinos.

The need to include Hispanic/Latino patient cultural perspectives in developing or adapting PDAs was confirmed during our process. Our findings are consistent with previous qualitative assessment of views toward medical decision-making in Hispanics/Latinos, and indicate that they are more likely than Whites to discuss attitudes including positive outlook, faith, religion, and family support. Our initial adaptation steps included a multidisciplinary team of experts well-grounded in the care of Hispanics/Latinos with diabetes. Steps included modifying the content to include themes important to this population. However, patient interviews identified parts of content requiring further modification to maintain a positive tone, and to honor respectful communication with health care providers.

Shared decision-making relies on a patient being willing to accept a role in that decision, jointly with a clinician. However, not all patients want to participate in shared decision-making. Hispanics/Latinos may wish to be less participatory than non-Hispanic/Latinos and may prefer to have physicians make decisions on their behalf. In addition to the ADA patient-centered care mandate, the Institute of Medicine’s “Crossing the Quality Chasm” indicates that physicians should encourage patients to participate in their health care decision-making to the extent that they are
Although Hispanics/Latinos may be less willing to participate in shared decision-making, the majority express that they prefer to have at least some role in discussing and understanding treatment options, and they should be encouraged to do so. Hispanics/Latinos and non-Hispanic/Latinos alike demonstrate information-seeking behavior from trusted sources when faced with a health care decision. In the absence of other sources of information, Hispanics/Latinos’ trusted sources are likely to be word of mouth of family and personal relations. In our PDA, we encourage patients to share the information in the PDA with trusted individuals who, although well-intended, may be sources of inaccurate or misinformation, and as such, the aid can help assure accurate information is obtained.

Our PDA has several areas that warrant further investigation. The assessment included only clinicians who were involved in the PDA cross-cultural adaptation process. It has not yet been assessed in clinicians beyond the development team. Only a small number of patients were included in cognitive interviews, and because of the geographic distribution of the interviewees, interviews could not be conducted face to face. These individuals were carefully selected to reflect the target audience of future users; however, literacy levels of patients in the pilot may have been higher than some end-users once implemented. Future work may include piloting the PDA with a wider Hispanic/Latino audience and validating effects on knowledge, self-efficacy, and decisional conflict (in particular, the certainty in making the best choice, level of feeling informed and supported in decision-making, and clarity about personal values for the choice’s risks and benefits). In addition, further assessment of the PDA may include acceptability measures pertaining to the way in which information is presented and its perceived usefulness in preparation for decision-making within the user’s cultural experience. It is not clear how well Hispanics/Latinos will accept an impersonal internet-based video, given that their culture places particularly high value on close interpersonal relationships. While reliance on the internet for content delivery may facilitate wide content delivery, it will not address the needs of those lacking internet access. This may be relevant for a group more likely to be financially constrained than the general US population. However, when internet and computer access is available, online PDAs have the advantages of being more accessible to users who wish to view the information at a comfortable setting outside of the doctor’s office, at a time that is convenient for them, and watch with family members or others who may be important in their decision-making process. A validation study is required to understand the effectiveness and acceptability of the PDA in this specific population.

Conclusion
This initiative supports the importance of developing culturally sensitive tools for Hispanic/Latino patients with T2DM, as disparities exist. A newly developed PDA culturally appropriate for Hispanics/Latinos with poorly controlled T2DM is available to facilitate shared decision-making between clinicians and patients (https://www.diabetesdecisionaid.com). The PDA was developed and adapted using a systematic approach involving a panel of clinical experts and patients. A further study on the impact of the use of the culturally-adapted PDA is needed.
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